Mailbase Speed
Postal Franking System
Mid Volume Postal Franking Machine
The new Mailbase Speed is one of the most advanced mid volume franking machines on the market today. It comes with the latest ‘Mailmark’ technology giving you exclusive access to the new Mailmark 2D Barcode allowing for maximum postage discounts.

- Quiet operation with easy to use functionality
- Built in 5kg (upgrade options available) large weighing scale for accurate rate calculation
- Mail processing speeds of up to 95 letters per minute
- Latest ‘Smart Meter’ franking technology with full ‘Mailmark’ 2D Barcode franking
- Automatic VAT reporting when applicable services are used
- Top ups & updates downloaded via LAN (Wi-Fi Option), PC or telephone connection

Why Choose The New Mailbase Speed?

- UK & World Wide Postage Rates
- Huge Royal Mail Postage Savings
- Mailcoms are Royal Mail Approved
- Fully VAT Compatible Reporting
- LAN Connection with Wi-Fi Option
- Smart Franking with Mailmark 2D Barcode printing
- Fully Automatic feeding at 95 letters per minute
- Built in 5kg weighing scale (Upgradable to 35kg)
The Mailbase Speed Franking Machine In Detail

The Benefits of Mailmark™
This new Mailbase Speed franking machine is MailMark™ compliant. Mailcoms customers have access to all the numerous features and benefits that MailMark™ can offer, such as:

- Automated tariff updates eliminate surcharges
- Cost-saving benefits and extra discounts compared to current franked mail
- MailMark™ compliant machines are network connected for faster and more frequent downloads
- Print your own Prepay Reply envelopes
- Improve your mail presentation with promotional messages
- Enhanced Postage Online Reporting
- MailMark™ compliant systems will always update to any Royal Mail development

Options & Apps
- 7, 12 Or 35kg Postal Scale Platform Upgrade
- Pin Number Access
- Up to 100 Departmental Accounts
- Automatically Records & Reports VAT Applicable Services
- Network or Telephone Recrediting / Updating

Constantly Improved
- Royal Mail Vat Reporting
- ‘Smart Meter’ and ‘Smart Blue’ Printing
- Royal Mail ‘Mailmark’ 2D Barcode Compatible
- Wireless Connectivity Available

Specifications

System Dimensions
840 x 315 x 500 mm (LxHxD)

Electrical
Power requirements operates on 240v, 50/60Hz mains ENERGY STAR® Compliant

Weight
17.6kg

Information Management

100
Maximum Number Of Accounts

Monitoring & Reporting Facilities Postage & Meter Reports

5
Maximum Number Of Job Presets

All UK (Including ‘Special Delivery’ & ‘Signed For Recorded’) & Overseas Postal Rates Built In

Connection Via Either LAN/Network, Modem For Updates & Top Ups.

Increased Productivity

Frank Up To 95 Letters Per Minute

Fully Automatic Envelope Feeding With Automatic Side Letter Ejection

5kg (Upgradable to 35kg) Detachable Postal Scale Platform Built In

9.5mm Envelope Thickness Clearance
Strengthen Your Brand
Enhance standard envelopes into eye-catching branded mail pieces with five customised logos / slogans.

Fast Accurate Postage Re-Crediting
Replenish the Mailbase Speed 24-hours a day with simple one-touch refills quick, secure and hassle-free. This is made available when users are connected to a secure LAN connection.

Keep An Eye On Postage Costs
INVIEW™, the web-based, easy to use, online reporting feature allows you to:
- Have visibility of your postage expenditure by class and format
- Extract information and present simple graphical analysis
- Monitor spending to identify waste e.g. overuse of first class or large letter format

Better Connected
The new Mailbase Speed can now connect to a secure server via LAN, PC or Telephone connection. This enables faster communication and allows services such as postal tariff changes, software updates and slogans to be downloaded quickly and effortlessly to the machine.

Easy To Use
All controls are fully integrated on one clear control panel with user friendly instructions. This will guide the operator through each stage of processing your mail. This will make using the machine very easy and useful to everyone.

Correct Postage—Every Letter, Every Time
The Mailbase Speed incorporates a 5kg integrated weighing platform (an upgrade to a 35kg scale platform also available), freeing up desk space. This will guarantee that each item that is franked has the correct postage value.

Lower Your Mail Costs
MAILMARK - This brand new technology offers cost-saving benefits and extra discounts compared to current franked mail with access to the maximum discounts available using a franking machine.

Monitor Postal Spend
Control postage costs for your business by using the account reporting feature which gives you up to 100 named departmental or client ‘PIN’ protected accounts.